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Friday, July 28. 2006

Portable VNC v1.2.3 (little bug fix)

Hi All,

Here is a new release of Portable VNC for FW 1.5 only.

What's new in version 1.2.3 :

- Fix the bug that appears when you delete a network access point entry in the network settings
(then no more wifi connections are displayed in the menu ...)

pspvnc-v1.2.3.zip

Looking for a tuto ? here it is

 Enjoy,

         Zx.

PS: Update only if you encountered the bug described above (no connections in the list)

 Posted by zx-81 in VNC Client at 02:06

coo! The only thing i miss mit VNC is the possibility of screen-resizing on the PSPside with optional zooming if it is really too small -
just like the image viewer in the XMB. Should'nt be inpossible since VNC also transports images 

great tool anyway!
    AzRAeL on Jul 28 2006, 08:27

I dont suppose you'll be able to incorporate server side scaling? Ultra VNC supports it and so should PalmVNC (AFAIK). It would
make the ultimate windows media center remote if you could
    Vengence on Aug  1 2006, 19:11

What about that screen-resizing ZX? We think you can do it !!! 
    crashoverburn on Aug 20 2006, 01:27

Yea.. id like to see some sorta zoom feature.. id rather see atleast 1/2 of my screen at a time.. just so i can tell whats poped up and
stuff.. come on buddy.. Great app. but incorporate zoom!
    Alan on Aug 28 2006, 11:52

I can't see the mouse pointer when using PSPVNC to control OSX (Using OSXVNC).
Have I done something wrong?
    Peter on Sep 10 2006, 00:43

Would it be possible to do a version that worked under devhooked 2.71 so that wpa-psk for the wifi was possible, I read on ps2dev
that a version of PSPRadio0.38.12_DH.zip exists that does this. Keep up the good work.
    Michael on Sep 11 2006, 05:14

Hi,

I will have a look on pspradio, to see what should be done to work on 2.71 devhook version ...

Take care,           Zx
    zx-81 on Sep 11 2006, 12:54
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Hello, your app is grate, I just love it. I'm a Mac user, and it works fine, but i have a little request: is there any way to type command
(?) on the keyboard, cause it's really usefull in order to use many shortcuts.

I'll be really glad to read a reply from you.

And again, thanx a lot for this excellent homebrew!
    gardo on Sep 21 2006, 07:21

Very nice work. I've been using this since 1.1 and it makes a great lazy tool. :p

Anyways, what are the chances of including DNS-address support? As of right now this is nothing more than a lazy tool do to it only
working within my network. It would be incredible to be able to use it over the internet via my no-ip.org address.

Any response of if this would be possible or not would be great.
    VGplay on Nov 29 2006, 19:25

sorry for my poor english but i wolud knows which are the control keys ? in the readme are written few information 

congratulation for the job 
    Malacarne on Jan  3 2007, 18:37

and what is the game mode?
    malacarne on Jan  8 2007, 16:13

The game mode is when you want to refresh the screen very often ...

Zx
    zx-81 on Jan  8 2007, 16:39

I am also having this problem, using the exact same program...

I managed to get VNC running without a server app though, still no luck on seeing that mouse...

I love the software, but when you can move the mouse around, but not see it, there really is no use...  Please develop a fix...  I am
running Firmware 3.10 OE-A'.

any ideas, please email me at kaptainkiwi789@gmail.com
    Talbot Simons on Feb 13 2007, 11:38

Hi ZX-81! Please make new version of this homebrew. PortableVNC is cool but I can't connect to my router on 3.03 OE-C. I'm waiting
for a new version.
    hdx on May  5 2007, 09:38
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